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Yehuda’s Grandparents Slide



Industry Kills 7 Billion Chicks

Each year the egg industry kills

7 billion male chicks



Layers vs. Broilers #1

There are two types of chickens raised in the world -
the Broilers and the Layers. 

The Broilers, a large fast growing breed, are good for 
producing meat but don’t lay many eggs. 

The Layer chickens are skinny and optimized to lay 
many eggs.

Broilers
Lots of meat, few eggs

Layers
Lots of eggs, little meat



Layers vs. Broilers #2
Females

LAY EGGS

Males

USELESS

VS

Layers
Lots of eggs, little meat



Waste in layer industry

14 Bn
Eggs

3 
Weeks

Waste

Mgt

7bn female 
layers

7bn male 
chicks killed

Unit Economics per egg: 21.6¢ + 3 weeks

Total 1.4 billion USD loss

Human

Sorting

Transport



Chicken sexers



Count your chickens before they hatch



Demo video screenshot



Demo video

Prof. Dani Offen

Female egg

No Signal

Male egg

Biomarker



CRISPR



seXYt the gatekeeper

50% to 
hatchery

50% sold as 
eggs

a gatekeeper at the entry 

point of the hatchery



Economic benefits

Eggs

$1.4bn

Poultry

$85bn

Consumer

$200bn



Benefits for hatcheries
Eggs Doubling hatchery capacity

Reducing incubation costs

Removing the need
for ‘manual sexers’

New revenue: sale of male 
eggs to pharma industry



Benefits for poultry producers

Poultry
Cheap & elegant
sex separation method

Save on feed costs

Creating a food conversion
rate efficiency of $85bn



Benefits for consumers

Consumer
Premium ethically-grown male 

chick culling free eggs



Consumers Demand



Mission

enabling a sustainable future 
in the chicken industry



CRISPR in the news



eggXYt’s Timeline

End of
2018

Early
2021

Late
2021

Pilot eggXYt commercial breed

R&D seXYt IoT scanner MVP

Pilot in a 

commercial hatchery

Begin culling-free 

eggs production



The Team

Yehuda Elram

Co Founder & 
CEO

Philip 
Wilkinson, OBE

Advisor

Yigal Galli

Advisor

Ron Yardenay

Poultry Field 
Application 

Specialist

Prof. Dani Offen

Co Founder & 
CSO

Gal Lin

BizDev Director

Chief Avian 
Scientist

Zohar Ravid

Advisor



Ending slide - triple bottom line

www.eggxyt.com // team@eggxyt.com 

Co-founded by the 

Horizon 2020 

programme of the EU
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